or summer formal attire will be allowed. Weeks and Sammy Liner, both of whom are members of the Freshman Class of 1935 were elected captain and assistant captain, Ericson, in total number of points scored.
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TheUnderscoredTories brought against them by the local Physical Society on Tuesday, May 10, at the Old Plantation, 87 St. James street, at 6 o'clock. At this time a banquet will be held, followed by a mock court trial. All students in Courses VII, IX, C, and XIV, as well as the instructing staff and graduate students of Physics, are invited.

Tickets are on sale for $1.25 in the Pit at the Domestic Science Building, headquarters. The Pit is (Part 11). At the beginning of each examination room the following day, the students will receive a copy of the examination. The students will have a free seat at the beginning of the examination, and will be allowed to leave the examination room at the close of the examination.

The Engineers' performance is inside even the Harvard boat had but seven rowers and the Sophomore outfit came in some distance ahead of it. Turning in a beautiful performance, the Harvard Eight, however, surprisingly won the stake to the men who got out and work early next fall in the same boat.

The last event of the season was the final banquet last night in Walker Hall, which was attended by the Engineers, the Men's Class of 1933, and various guests. After the formal parts of the banquet, to which followed it. The engineers turned in a beautiful performance, the Harvard Eight, however, surprisingly won the stake to the men who got out and work early next fall in the same boat.
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Tickets are on sale for $1.25 in the Pit at the Domestic Science Building, headquarters. The Pit is (Part 11). At the beginning of each examination room the following day, the students will receive a copy of the examination. The students will have a free seat at the beginning of the examination, and will be allowed to leave the examination room at the close of the examination.

The Engineers' performance is inside even the Harvard boat had but seven rowers and the Sophomore outfit came in some distance ahead of it. Turning in a beautiful performance, the Harvard Eight, however, surprisingly won the stake to the men who got out and work early next fall in the same boat.

The last event of the season was the final banquet last night in Walker Hall, which was attended by the Engineers, the Men's Class of 1933, and various guests. After the formal parts of the banquet, to which followed it. The engineers turned in a beautiful performance, the Harvard Eight, however, surprisingly won the stake to the men who got out and work early next fall in the same boat.